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Change 
lives



The Ford Foundation works with visionary leaders  

and organizations worldwide to change social 

structures and institutions so that all people have  

the opportunity to reach their full potential, 

contribute to society, have a voice in the decisions 

that affect them, and live and work in dignity.

This commitment to social justice is carried out 

through programs that strengthen democratic  

values, reduce poverty and injustice, promote 

international cooperation, and advance human 

knowledge, creativity and achievement.
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People deserve results.



Now more than ever, 
opportunities for 
human progress stand 
within our reach. How 
do we seize these 
opportunities and fulfill 
our vision of a more  
just world?



How do we give voice  
to the voiceless and 
lift the poor toward 
prosperity? How do we 
engage and inspire the 
next generation so  
all people can learn, 
grow and achieve their 
full potential?



Good intentions are 
never good enough. 
We, along with our 
grantee partners, share 
the responsibility to 
find bold solutions 
that work. We need to 
match our courage with 
rigor, our risks with 
results. It is what our 
mission demands — and 
what people deserve. 
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Message froM the President

A legacy of transformation

The history of the Ford Foundation is rooted in the idea of trans-

formation, the belief that individuals, organizations or even 

entire societies can fundamentally change in order to alter the 

trajectory of the world we live in. Many of the great advances of 

our times — human rights, civil rights, early childhood education, 

the green revolution, microfinance — have transformed lives, 

nations and the world. 

When I was asked to serve as president of the Ford Foundation in 

2007, I spoke to hundreds of social change makers before starting 

my tenure. Overwhelmingly, they posed the same questions. 

Could the foundation redesign its transformational programs to 

reflect the challenge of a time that had grown far more complex, 

tailor its operations to reflect this era of new technology and its 

resulting pace, and adjust its economics to accommodate a pro-

longed economic crisis? 

Since then, the foundation has traveled far in pursuit of answers 

to those questions, making the journey to become a philanthropy 

defined by aspirational institutional goals, strategies for achiev-

ing those goals, and the resources and staff required to make 

those strategies real. The foundation has also rebuilt its opera-

tions to take advantage of new technologies and to adjust to the 

worldwide economic crisis. Given the time frame of our work, we 

will not know the full impact of these actions for many decades, 

but I can say with certainty that our grantees are already making 

profound contributions in the lives of individuals, communities 

and societies. 

The pace of our progress has been the greatest surprise of my 

time at the foundation. It speaks to the remarkable partnership 

between our grantees and staff, who every day demonstrate 

exceptional talent and deep commitment to the institution’s 

values, goals and mission. Every one of our 34 initiatives is 

grounded in the idea that each of us has the right to live in a  

just society, one in which every individual is afforded the oppor-

tunity to contribute to the maximum of his or her ability, and 

that such full participation benefits everyone in that society. 

The progress made in India by our Girls Not Brides initiative, 

in Africa by our electoral participation program and here in 

the United States in our work across nine states to change how 

social safety net benefits are delivered — among many other 

examples — has reinforced my belief in the possible. 

“The pace of our progress speaks 

to the remarkable partnership 

between our grantees and staff, 

who every day demonstrate 

exceptional talent and deep 

commitment to the institution’s 

values, goals and mission.”

If you witness the collaboration among banks and government 

leaders across Latin America to bring millions of unbanked  

people into the financial mainstream by transforming how  

social conditional cash transfer payments are delivered, you  

see enormous change on the horizon.

In the Global South, you can follow a cadre of incredibly  

accomplished but still-growing grantees as they expand their  

role in the international human rights movement and demon-

strate how to respond meaningfully to a changing world.

Here in the United States, you can now go to thousands of schools 

and observe expanded learning time — an innovative way to give 

students in high-poverty districts the time they need to succeed 

in the classroom and compete in a global economy.

The progress being achieved by our grantees has been inspiring. 

This report shares some of the important results we see emerg-

ing from their efforts, and I encourage you to learn more on our 
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“It is hard for me to express adequately 

the deep respect and admiration I hold 

for our grantees. They not only see a 

better world, but work for it every day 

with intelligence, courage, creativity 

and passion.” 

website. Their commitment and achievements have motivated 

a second set of activities that have defined my service at Ford, 

our own internal change. Our mission called on us to adjust 

our operations in response to this challenging time. Through  

a comprehensive operational and cost restructuring, we suc-

ceeded in permanently shifting more than $25 million from 

internal operations to external grant making. Along with  

that operating restructuring came the reinvestment of over  

80 percent of our $11 billion endowment. 

The resources freed and created allowed us to expand rather 

than contract our aspirations during this relentless economic 

crisis. A grant budget we feared in 2008 would fall below  

$350 million never fell below $400 million and is poised to 

approach $500 million in the coming year. Our facilities 

around the world have become convening centers for leading 

nonprofits and social change organizations. And while our 

restructuring has had profound benefits for our programs and 

our grantees, the foundation itself has, through hard choices, 

learned a valuable and lasting lesson about its own capacity and 

responsibility to adjust in the face of adversity and opportunity. 

Together we have traversed a time of profound transformation, 

and the foundation has emerged stronger. Now it is time for 

another change. This year will be my last at the Ford Foundation. 

One of the hardest things for a leader to know is when to pass the 

baton. After all that we have accomplished together, both in the 

world and at the foundation, that moment has come for me. 

In signing my sixth and final annual letter, it is hard for me to 

express adequately the deep respect and admiration I hold for  

our staff, our trustees and especially our grantees. They are  

the true visionaries who not only see a better world but who  

work for it every day with intelligence, courage, creativity and  

passion. Through the experiences I have shared with them —  

working on critical issues in troubled places and under challeng-

ing circumstances — I have found myself changed in ways I  

could not have expected and for which I am deeply grateful.

I want to thank our board of trustees in particular. They have 

been there with us every step of the way. Together we have 

learned that an organization as large and ambitious as the  

Ford Foundation can respond with urgency and agility. We  

have learned that across the world the unmet desire for social 

justice runs so deep in our societies that meaningful progress 

can be made. And we have learned that, no matter the chal-

lenges of our era, we have a duty to serve, as best we can, those 

on the frontlines of the necessary, enduring and irrepressible 

quest for human dignity.  Luis A. Ubiñas, President

It has been with great honor and gratitude that I have served 

the Ford Foundation. Ford’s transformative work has touched 

my life as profoundly as it has touched millions across  

the world.



People deserve the 
opportunity to earn a 
sustainable living, save 
for their families and 
build a better future. 
16	 social	investing

18	 neXt-geneRation	woRkfoRce

20	 MicRofinance
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Multimedia (discover more at fordfoundation.org/2012-annual/social-investing)

$600M

$10M

social investing

Unlocking new capital to 
invest in social enterprises

“With our social investments, 

we take risks that others  

can't, so worthwhile projects 

can move forward.” 

— Christine Looney, Senior Program Investment Officer

Challenge When tackling complex social problems, a well-timed 

loan or investment can be a tremendously useful tool for philan-

thropy. This is especially true when a promising entrepreneurial 

effort is  perceived as too risky or marginally profitable to attract 

commercial investors. Recognizing that many high-potential proj-

ects can prosper only with the help of affordable capital, we use 

investments strategically to fill the gap. 

Strategy Since 1968, we have set aside a small portion of the 

endowment for social investing, using these funds to supply capi-

tal to help finance critical projects, test new business models and 

develop sustainable organizations. Today, each of our investments 

is substantial, $1 million or more, and designed to produce large-

scale results. In many cases, we give other funders the confidence 

to join a project , leveraging our capital even further. And because 

our investments usually make a small return, we invest our funds 

again and again.

reSultS With $220 million invested currently, we strive to be 

diligent yet flexible in choosing the right instrument for the job: 

a below-market-rate investment lets a credit union offer services 

that meet the needs of low-wage borrowers; a loan guarantee 

encourages commercial lenders to finance new units of affordable 

housing; an early investment seeds a fund whose lending supports 

small farmers in sub-Saharan Africa. For 45 years, making social 

investments directly from our endowment has enabled us to use 

our assets boldly when the opportunity for social gain is very great.

1968 We put aside $10 million for 

loans or equity investments in social 

enterprises (known as program-relat-

ed investments, or PRIs), pioneering  

a new way to advance our mission. 

1996 The PRI strategy becomes 

integrated into the foundation’s 

grant-making programs, enabling  

us to leverage both grant and invest-

ment dollars to support large-scale 

social change.

2012 Cumulative investments to  

date surpass $600 million to almost 

400 projects. Today PRIs are widely 

used by U.S. foundations.

Expanding our impact

Read more about our social investing on page 57.
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23
states

26
cities

10K
members
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“HIGH ROAD” 
EMPLOYERS 

RESTAURANT 
WORKERS

ETHICAL 
DINERS 

• PATRONIZE ETHICAL BUSINESSES
• SUPPORT POLICY IMPROVEMENTS
• BUILD AWARENESS

• PROFITABILITY 
• WELL-TRAINED WORKERS

• LIVABLE WAGES 
• JOB SECURITY 
• CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

• ALLY WITH OTHER WORKERS 
• BUILD CAREER SKILLS
• SUPPORT POLICY CHANGE

• EMBRACE ETHICAL LABOR PRACTICES 
• DEMONSTRATE INDUSTRY LEADERSHIP 
• INVEST IN WORKERS

• FAIRNESS TO WORKERS 
• BETTER HEALTH AND SAFETY

GOALS CONTRIBUTIONS 

RESULT

A RESTAURANT INDUSTRY 
WHOSE WORKERS CAN 
EARN SUSTAINABLE WAGES, 
ADVANCE THEIR CAREERS AND 
SUPPORT THEIR FAMILIES

MAkING fAIRNeSS AN INdUSTRy STANdARd

Together, workers and their allies are putting better conditions  

on the menu for American restaurants.
neXt-generation workforce

Strengthening our
economy by promoting
job quality and security

“Worker centers are giving 

low-wage earners the tools 

they need to speak out, 

move up and get ahead.”

— Laine Romero-Alston, Program Officer

Challenge The U.S. labor market has changed over the past  

generation. Jobs that pay a living wage typically demand at least 

some college, while jobs that don’t require higher education  

often pay so little that even full-time workers are unable to sup-

port their families. Minority workers, immigrants and women  

are often disproportionately trapped in jobs offering low pay,  

little security and few opportunities to advance.

Strategy Worker centers are addressing these challenges by 

offering employees an innovative mix of services and support, 

from legal assistance to career-oriented classes and training.  

Often focused on particular sectors — construction day laborers, 

restaurant workers or caregivers for the elderly, for example —  

the centers forge creative partnerships with employers, unions, 

community colleges, consumers and other allies to remedy  

unfair and exploitive practices, and give workers the tools to 

advance. For many low-wage workers, the centers offer  

unprecedented means to raise a united voice for fairness. 

reSultS One of our grantees, Restaurant Opportunities Centers 

(ROC) United, is a powerful example of what these nimble and 

forward-looking centers can accomplish. Founded in New York 

City in 2001 and since expanded to a national network, ROC 

United challenges unfair practices common in the restaurant 

industry — wage theft, lack of overtime pay, benefit policies that 

force workers to come to work sick — while also helping members 

gain skills that let them move up the ladder to better-paid, more 

secure jobs. 

Similar strategies are being embraced by worker centers in 

other industries. Through Caring Across Generations, for 

example, seniors and the dedicated workers who care for them 

are making common cause. And the National Day Laborer 

Organizing Network is collaborating with unions and govern-

ment agencies to employ immigrant day laborers on urban  

construction sites. These efforts are opening new career paths 

and opportunities for workers, and sustaining the promise  

of social mobility and self-sufficiency that has long been a  

cornerstone of American society.

“When I got to New York today, I noticed how restaurants 

post letter grades from the Health Department. What if 

they also had to post letter grades indicating the quality  

of the conditions for their workers?”

— Andy Shallal

Owner of Busboys and Poets, Washington, D.C.

roc unitEd: a national nEtwork for  

rEstaurant workErs
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1
Defining and monitoring 

social goals

3
Treating clients

responsibly

4
Designing products, 

services, delivery models and 

channels that meet clients’ 

needs and preferences

5
Treating employees 

responsibly

6
Balancing financial 

and social performance

2
Ensuring board, management 

and employee commitment 

to social goals

Microfinance

Building second-generation 
microfinance to serve the 
world’s poor

“These groundbreaking new 

standards give microfinance 

institutions the tools to 

measure the social value of 

their work.”

— Frank DeGiovanni, Director

Challenge In the 1970s, a surprising idea took hold around  

the world: Poor people, especially women, could make good  

use of very small loans to reduce their economic vulnerability 

and build sustainable livelihoods for their families. These 

borrowers, usually ignored by conventional lenders, proved 

extremely reliable at repaying what they owed. In a short time,  

a microfinance industry dedicated to pursuing a “double 

bottom line” — combining social impact and financial 

return — grew to meet the demand. 

As microfinance lending developed and expanded, many in the 

field became concerned about whether microfinance organiza-

tions were paying sufficient attention to their social goals and 

to serving poor clients well. Social performance required more 

rigorous measurements and ways to track progress — ensuring 

that those who most needed these funds were receiving them. 

Strategy In 2005, the foundation and a group of leaders 

formed a working group, the Social Performance Task Force, 

that brought together practitioners, donors, investors, micro- 

finance associations, policymakers and researchers. The objec-

tive was to create common, voluntary guidelines that micro-

finance organizations everywhere could use to understand, 

measure and report on the progress of their work. 

sEtting standards

2005 Microfinance leaders form the Social 

Performance Task force to ensure that the 

industry balances financial and social goals.

2010 The task force calls for the creation of 

universal standards and maps out a process  

for drafting and review.

2012 The Universal Standards for Social 

Performance Management are released. More 

than 1,300 task force members representing 

over 700 institutions commit to using them.

reSultS The Universal Standards for Social Performance 

Management were released in June 2012, with input received 

from hundreds of people in more than 40 countries. The  

standards provide a framework and a set of tools that each dou-

ble-bottom-line organization can use to define its own distinct 

objectives and intended outcomes — whether the institution 

aspires to provide loans to women, promote sustainable agri-

cultural practices or achieve other specific social purposes. 

For investors and donors, these comprehensive standards will 

help measure the overall social value of microfinance and  

reaffirm a global commitment to financial inclusion. Most 

important, the standards should help poor people obtain  

the well-designed financial services they need to manage  

their assets and build better lives. 

MeASURING PRoGReSS ANd PeRfoRMANCe

The Universal Standards for Social Performance Management 

help microfinance institutions benchmark their work in six  

key areas.



People deserve 
the chance to learn 
and the freedom to 
express themselves.
24	 foRD	fellows

26	 JUstfilMs

28	 aRtPlace
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ford fellows

Advancing equality
in higher education

Challenge In the early 1960s, minority students and faculty 

members were scarce at all but a handful of historically black 

colleges. Yet the country needed diverse colleges and universi-

ties to achieve equity and opportunity for all Americans. 

Strategy To create more inclusive institutions, the foundation 

initially established a fellowship program that provided schol-

arship support to minority undergraduates. The focus soon 

shifted to graduate education and to training African American, 

Hispanic and Native American scholars for academic careers. 

Today’s program continues to center on diversifying college 

faculties and supporting and training scholars who see diver-

sity as a path to enriching the education of all students. 

reSultS After 50 years of fellowships, generations of distin-

guished scholars have transformed the colleges and universi-

ties where they learned and, later, served as faculty members 

and leaders. They have fostered new thinking, acted as role 

models and mentors for the next generation, and strength-

ened the education of millions of students. The program itself 

has grown into one of the world’s most recognized fellowship 

initiatives, with alumni including former Secretary of State 

Condoleezza Rice and civil rights activist and renowned author 

Cornel West.

The demands of a global marketplace make higher educa-

tion more essential than ever. Today, the Ford Fellows pro-

gram remains a bridge to achievement for scholars of all 

“Ford Fellows pursue their 

studies and then go on to 

lead, mentor and transform 

their communities.”

— Douglas Wood, Program Officer

MUlTIPlyING IMPACT
from the start, the program has encouraged its 

fellows to assume leadership roles and be active 

in public service and community life. In addition 

to teaching and pursuing their own research, they 

serve voluntarily as board chairs and committee 

members, project leaders, editors, mentors  

and advisers.

335+
universities have had at least one graduate  

student receive a ford foundation fellowship

MAkING A dIffeReNCe
1 yolanda Moses, Professor of Anthropology and Associate Vice Chancellor  

for diversity, equity and excellence, University of California, Riverside;  

2 Marie-Theresa Hernández, Associate Professor of World Cultures and 

literatures, University of Houston; 3 django Paris, Assistant Professor of 

language and literacy, Michigan State University, Associate director of the 

Bread loaf School of english, Middlebury College; 4 Ingrid Padilla, Associate 

Professor in environmental and Water Resources engineering, University of 

Puerto Rico at Mayagüez; 5 Beverly Tatum, President, Spelman College;  

6 James Jackson, Professor of Psychology, Health Behavior and Health 

education, Professor of Afroamerican and African Studies, director and 

Research Professor at the Institute for Social Research, University of Michigan

backgrounds. This past year, we renewed our commitment to 

these important fellowships with $100 million over the next 

decade — enabling us to build an ever larger and more diverse 

community of educators who can take up the cause of social 

justice in their colleges and universities. By example and 

through their leadership, these courageous scholars will con-

tinue to make higher education a gateway to opportunity for  

all students in America.

1962 ford fellows launches at the height  

of the civil rights movement.

1967 focus shifts from undergraduate to  

graduate fellowships.

2012 With more than 5,000 diverse scholars 

trained in 50 years, the ford foundation  

pledges $100 million to extend the program  

for another decade.

charting a path

40% advise national, state 

or local government

47% lead professional 

associations

61% serve on university 

committees

Multimedia (discover more at fordfoundation.org/2012-annual/ford-foundation-fellowships)

1 2

3

5 6

4
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5

8

outlawEd in pakistan

high-impact films

god lovEs uganda amErican promisE how to survivE a plaguE

“Social justice films are ultimately about 

people — and that’s why they move us.” 

— Orlando Bagwell, Director

Challenge Society’s toughest problems can seem daunting, even impossible,  

to address. For people to engage actively in social change, they must understand 

extremely complex issues, relate to them on a personal level and believe that 

solutions are within reach. How, then, can social change makers tell the difficult 

stories that need to be told, show the part we all have to play in their outcome 

and enable people to take action?

Strategy From feature-length documentaries to short-form webisodes, visual 

narratives play an indispensable role in telling meaningful stories. They inspire 

imagination, build understanding and encourage an explicit response to the 

complexity of human experience. Through JustFilms, we provide filmmakers 

and media artists with crucial support — not just funding, but also deep knowl-

edge of social justice issues, hands-on storytelling expertise and access to  

networks for distribution and promotion. And our partnerships, with the 

Sundance and Tribeca film festivals and the ITVS and PBS broadcast networks,  

among others, help us expand the audience for these important works. 

reSultS The 75 films produced with support from our initiative — many of which 

have won respected awards — bring critical social issues to viewers from diverse 

backgrounds, creating new communities built on a passion for social change. 

The stories cover truthful topics that reflect the breadth of the foundation’s mis-

sion, from economic opportunity to freedom of expression, in places as diverse 

as Uganda, the Maldives and Peru. 

2011 Justfilms launches with a  

$50 million, five-year commitment.  

“The Island President” wins the 

People’s Choice Award at Toronto 

International film festival.

2012 five films selected for  

Sundance film festival;  

“The House I live In” receives doc-

umentary grand jury prize. The  

documentary series “Have you 

Heard from Johannesburg”  

receives an emmy. 

2013 eight works selected for  

Sundance film festival; four 

receive awards. “How to Survive a 

Plague” wins oscar nomination.

to datE 75 films funded,  

$20 million in support to  

independent filmmakers. 

justfilMs

Championing  
films that inspire
social change

FORD FOUNDATION ANNUAL REPORT 2012
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walkaBilitY scorE 
A vibrant neighborhood has  

lots of destinations within  

walking distance…

mixEd usE 
…a combination of jobs  

and residences…

cEll phonE activitY on  
nights and wEEkEnds 

…and places where people congregate 

outside regular 9-to-5 business hours.

indicator BusinEssEs 
Thriving areas have restaurants, 

shops and other businesses that 

cater to consumers…

indEpEndEnt BusinEssEs 
…more locally owned, independent 

businesses…

JoBs 
…and abundant job opportunities…

crEativE industrY  
…especially in information, media, 

arts and other creative endeavors.

population dEnsitY 
When a neighborhood is vibrant, 

more people choose to live there…

EmploYmEnt ratE 
…more working-age residents  

are employed…

workErs in crEativE  
occupations  

…and often, a higher than usual  

share of people are employed  

in the arts and related industries.

13
8
6

PeoPle activities

coMMerce and joBs

artPlace

Creating more vibrant 
communities through  
the arts

“Creative placemaking is 

reshaping how we think about 

arts and revitalization.”

— Roberta Uno, Senior Program Officer

Challenge Cultural institutions and social entrepreneurs  

can be powerful forces for reenergizing depressed communi-

ties, but they rarely succeed on their own. Arts organizations 

do best — for themselves as institutions and as catalysts for 

revitalization — when they engage both residents and visitors 

and spur activity in nearby businesses and public spaces. 

Strategy One of the most effective ways to revitalize com-

munities is through “creative placemaking,” an arts-based 

approach that focuses on community engagement and is today 

being embraced by a newly formed coalition called ArtPlace. 

Composed of foundations, banks and federal agencies, includ-

ing the National Endowment for the Arts, ArtPlace is support-

ing dozens of community revitalization projects. 

reSultS The first round of ArtPlace projects was announced 

only two years ago, but the resulting creativity and collabo-

ration have been striking. From the development of artists’ 

live / work spaces in a Cleveland neighborhood hit hard by 

foreclosures to the creation of an “outdoor living room”  

where people can gather in downtown San Jose, ArtPlace 

projects are mixing arts and revitalization and creating real 

opportunity. ArtPlace has also developed a new system for 

measuring community vibrancy; the coalition is using the  

tool to spotlight exemplary communities and build a more 

sophisticated understanding of how livable, prosperous  

localities are formed. 

foundations are providing grant 

dollars to support revitalization in 

economically depressed U.S. cities 

and towns. 

federal agencies are helping  

to coordinate regional and  

local efforts and offering counsel. 

banks are financing a loan fund  

to jump-start development for 

these projects.

What makes a city or town “vibrant”? ArtPlace — a coalition of 

foundations, banks and federal agencies supporting revitalization 

projects throughout the U.S. — wanted to measure just that. focusing 

in particular on arts-related development, the coalition identified 

10 indicators that together provide a deeper understanding of how 

community life ebbs and flows.

These indicators will help ArtPlace track increasing vibrancy in the 

places it invests. And, because ArtPlace shares its data and methods, 

any interested community can use them. Soon, the coalition plans to 

add other indicators, including measures that look at property values 

and at economic, racial and ethnic diversity.

WHAT MAkeS NeIGHBoRHoodS VIBRANT?

10 Ways to Measure Community Life

thE artplacE collaBorativE
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fully in democracy 
and have their 
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Multimedia (discover more at fordfoundation.org/2012-annual/democratic-participation)

protEcting thE right to votE in 2012 

deMocratic ParticiPation

fulfilling the promise
of democracy worldwide

“To achieve a truly 

representative government, 

everyone’s voice must be 

heard at the ballot box.”

— Cristóbal Alex, Program Officer

Challenge Free and fair elections are fundamental to democ-

racy, yet the right to vote is regularly threatened by voter 

intimidation, unreliable balloting systems, outright disenfran-

chisement or other barriers to full participation. Whatever the 

reason, when people are denied the vote, the negative effects 

on democratic society extend far beyond election day. 

Strategy In partnership with nonpartisan civil society  

organizations, the Ford Foundation works around the world to 

improve and defend the electoral process and promote broad 

voter participation, especially among people who have histori-

cally been left out. We also invest in efforts by citizens to make 

elections peaceful, fair and inclusive. 

reSultS In the past year, our partners made significant  

contributions to national elections in the United States, Kenya 

and elsewhere, helping people exercise their rights as citizens 

and make their voices count on election day. 

In the United States, an on-the-ground network educated and 

engaged voters, defended their rights at the ballot box and 

turned back attempts to suppress the vote. By working to make 

certain that all voters could participate fully, these partners 

protected the integrity of the electoral process itself. 

In Kenya, a diverse coalition of Ford grantee organizations,  

18 in all, collaborated in the months before the March 2013 

election to mobilize citizens — including women, youth and 

poor and landless people — to participate as both voters and 

ambassadors for a fair and peaceful electoral process. Known 

as Tuvuke, the initiative organized educational, proactive 

communications and monitoring networks to prevent a repeat 

of the violence that tragically marred the 2007 election. The 

results were seen in the collective commitment of Kenyans to a 

national election that fulfilled the promise of their new consti-

tution and resulted in a peaceful transition. 

our grantees successfully challenged 

voter suppression efforts in florida, 

Iowa, Mississippi, Missouri, New 

Hampshire, North Carolina, ohio, 

Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Texas 

and Wisconsin. 

They also worked to ensure bilingual 

ballot access in California, New york 

and Texas.

Promoted fair 

reporting by 

the media.

Trained women and  

young people to register 

voters and serve as agents 

of peace.

kept the public informed on 

election day and while the 

ballots were counted, and  

urged calm when the results 

were announced.

Mobilized voters, especially 

from marginalized groups, 

to participate.

tuvukE: 

WHAT IS TUVUke?
Tuvuke, which means “let us cross over” in Swahili, 

is a coalition of 18 organizations that worked 

together to ensure that kenya’s 2013 national 

election was peaceful, fair and democratic. 
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iMMigrant rights

Supporting a 
movement of 
dreamers

“Courageous young people expressing  

American values of freedom and 

fairness — that’s how this started.”

— Mayra Peters-Quintero, Senior Program Officer

Challenge An estimated one million children are growing up in the United 

States without the benefit of legal status. For many of them, brought to the U.S. 

by their parents in early childhood, America is the only home they have known. 

Yet the failures of the nation’s broken immigration system threaten to keep 

them from participating freely in American society by limiting their access to 

education, employment, military service and, ultimately, citizenship.

Strategy In 2008, a fledgling group of young immigrant leaders approached 

the National Immigration Law Center, a Ford Foundation grantee, with the idea 

of starting a new organization — one that could build a unified voice for youth 

within the immigration debate and articulate a demand for access to higher  

education. Taking their name from the DREAM Act (officially the Development, 

Relief, and Education for Alien Minors Act, a measure designed to permit certain 

young immigrants who have grown up in the U.S. to obtain legal status), they 

decided to form the United We Dream network. Since then, the network has 

mobilized hundreds of thousands of “Dreamers” — as the young people who 

would benefit from the act became known — to tell their stories and render a 

vision of hope for what our society could be. 

reSultS The Dreamers won a major victory in June 2012 when President Obama 

established a policy that enables many young people to apply for “deferred 

action,” thus lifting the risk of deportation and authorizing them to work legally. 

The efforts of the Dreamers have earned widespread support — much of it from 

Americans who had never before recognized the injustices of their nation’s 

immigration policies. Now, these young people are advocating on behalf of their 

families for an immigration system worthy of their adopted home.

2008 youth organizations from 

around the U.S. form United  

We dream, which aims to bring 

attention to the importance of 

policy solutions that address the  

needs of immigrant youth.

2010 Hundreds of young people 

walk in the “Trail of dreams” 

from Miami to Washington, d.C., 

awakening the public to the 

plight of undocumented youth.

2012 A directive signed by 

President obama — deferred 

Action for Childhood Arrivals 

(dACA) — lets many young  

immigrants apply for legal  

status; 438,372 submit applica-

tions in the first six months.

giving voicE

FORD FOUNDATION ANNUAL REPORT 2012
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FORUM-ASIA
Bangkok, Thailand

Dejusticia
Bogotá, Colombia

Centro de Estudios 
Legales y Sociales (CELS)

Buenos Aires, Argentina

Conectas Direitos Humanos 

São Paulo, Brazil

Justiça Global
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Kenya Human 
Rights Commission 

Nairobi, Kenya

Legal Resources Centre
Johannesburg, South Africa

INFLUENCING FOREIGN POLICY 
ON HUMAN RIGHTS 

ADVOCATING FOR MARGINALIZED 
COMMUNITIES

CONFRONTING IMPUNITY FOR PAST 
HUMAN RIGHTS ABUSES

STOPPING HUMAN RIGHTS ABUSES 
BY CORPORATIONS

ADVANCING ECONOMIC 
AND SOCIAL RIGHTS

Multimedia (discover more at fordfoundation.org/2012-annual/human-rights)

Human rights leaders from the 

Global South invigorate and 

diversify it.

Visionary, effective 

international organizations 

strengthen the movement.

gloBal huMan rights

Upholding human rights  
in a changing world

“We want to ensure that the  

issues affecting the most 

marginalized are at the top of 

the human rights agenda.”

— Martín Abregú, Director

Challenge Ford has been a steadfast supporter of human 

rights since the late 1970s, when a worldwide movement  

first gained momentum. Human rights advocates urged  

the adoption of universal standards and, using tactics like  

“naming and shaming,” pressured governments to uphold  

people’s rights. Their work has advanced democracy, helped 

codify the concept of human dignity and built a body of law 

and practice. What started out as a handful of organizations 

based mainly in the United States and Western Europe has 

become a network of rights defenders active in virtually  

every country of the world. 

Today, dynamic global trends — including the rising influence 

of national powers in the Global South and the wide reach of 

new communications technologies — are changing the environ-

ment for human rights policy and advocacy. The movement is 

searching for strategies that work in this new context to uphold 

the rights of the world’s most vulnerable people. 

Strategy In collaboration with leading human rights  

organizations, the foundation is working to develop a new 

architecture for the movement that matches our more global-

ized era. For the first phase of this effort, we are supporting 

seven outstanding human rights groups from the Global 

South. Based in South America, Africa and Asia, these orga-

nizations have been leaders in building connections between 

human rights and other issues: economic exclusion, extractive 

industries, land and water rights, war and conflict, and gender 

equity. And leveraging the latest technology platforms and 

tools, they are documenting and publicizing human rights 

abuses, applying pressure where it matters most and broaden-

ing the constituency for change. 

reSultS These seven groups have begun to forge a new, more 

powerfully connected network of human rights defenders at a 

time when solutions from the Global South will have increasing 

currency. With deep experience in problems and strategies that 

demand the world’s attention, each of these partners is keenly 

attuned to tomorrow’s needs. Their voices, amplified within a 

truly global conversation, will profoundly influence the future 

of human rights. 

strEngthEning and divErsifYing  

thE movEmEnt

WhO At the start of the human rights movement, 

international organizations from the U.S. and 

Western europe provided leadership, reflecting 

the power dynamics of the day. Now, nations such 

as Brazil, India and China have gained influence, 

altering the global landscape.

What At first, the human rights movement  

focused on setting universal standards for how  

all people should be treated. Standard setting  

is still important today —  but the emphasis has  

shifted to enforcing and implementing rights.

hOW With ready access to Northern  

governments, stronger international alliances  

and better communication systems, human  

rights groups in the U.S. and europe emerged  

as the primary allies of advocates in the Global  

South. Today, technological advances let  

Global South groups speak for themselves.

Why early human rights advocates from many 

societies of the Global South were silenced by 

government repression. Many of today’s advocates 

can express themselves more freely, thanks in part 

to the victories of the human rights movement.

A NeTWoRk of RIGHTS defeNdeRS

New Challenges Demand New Strategies
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“At every milestone, we have 

sought to affirm our commitment 

to our partners, ensuring that 

the visionary leaders we support 

have the resources they require  

to stand boldly on the frontlines 

of social change.”

Message froM the chair

The continuity of change

For more than three-quarters of a century, we have seen remark-

able social transformations take hold across the globe. We have 

risen to the challenges of new economic and technological reali-

ties, and we have championed emerging voices of change in their 

call for justice and fairness. At every milestone, we have sought to 

affirm our commitment to our partners, ensuring that the vision-

ary leaders we support have the resources they require to stand 

boldly on the frontlines of social change. 

A strong commitment to these innovators and a dynamic approach 

to philanthropy have exemplified President Luis Ubiñas’s lead-

ership at Ford. After six years of steadfast service, Luis will be 

stepping down in September. The board is grateful for the leader-

ship and skill he brought to the foundation during a critical period 

in its history. He led the organization through a time of social and 

economic upheaval and will leave behind an institution that is 

even more focused in pursuit of its mission, operationally strong 

and filled with remarkable people and purpose. We were fortunate 

to have someone of Luis’s strategic acumen and ability devote an 

important part of his career to Ford’s philanthropic mission. 

I have truly enjoyed my partnership with him during my years as 

chair and am joined by the board in our deep appreciation for the 

significant impact he and our entire staff have had on the founda-

tion’s grant making around the world and its operations. In a time 

marked by political, economic and social turning points at home 

and abroad, his leadership enabled us to emerge with both clear 

programmatic focus and the operational capability to achieve 

our aspirations. 

Perhaps no other part of the world has made as great strides 

toward its own aspirations as Latin America. In 2012, when we 

marked our 50th anniversary in the region, my fellow trustees 

and I had the privilege of meeting grantees and witnessing 

their extraordinary leadership. Over the years, our offices in 

Mexico City, Rio de Janeiro and Santiago have provided on-the-

ground support, and in total the foundation has invested nearly 

$1 billion in local civil society organizations, contributing to 

the significant advances in this region. 

From being defined by civil wars and dictatorships, Latin 

America has come to represent the possibility of social change. 

Today, virtually every country in the Americas is led by a freely 

elected government — with leaders spanning the political 

spectrum. Economic growth across the region is more broad 

based, the social safety net is more resilient and fewer citizens 

are being left behind. Indigenous and other traditional people 

are strengthening their voices, and human rights advocates are 

bravely exposing abuses wherever they occur. We also witnessed 

hopeful markers of progress elsewhere in the world — from 

Jakarta to Johannesburg, from New Delhi to Detroit — where 

our partners are engaged in the sustained efforts to ensure 

greater dignity for all. Irene Hirano Inouye, Chair

We know that although poverty levels have improved in some 

places, prosperity remains out of reach for more than a billion 

people across the globe. Women and girls, in particular, face 

persistent barriers to advancement, and all over the world many 

people — from religious minorities to migrant workers — face 

daily discrimination and exclusion from decision making. In 

short, our work is far from done. Moving forward will require 

tapping the potential and participation of those who are still 

on the sidelines, ensuring that they gain access to opportunity, 

have a voice in decisions that shape their lives and can contrib-

ute to the incredible progress and growth experienced in Latin 

America and other regions.

As Luis, our ninth president, departs, we recognize that we are 

at another turning point but that our commitment to delivering 

results to the most vulnerable endures. In the midst of evolu-

tion and transition, continuity defines our persistent adherence 

to a long-term vision of change, to addressing what remains 

unfinished today and to charting where social justice must 

reach tomorrow. 
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Board of trustees
Over the years, the board of trustees, working with the president 

and a talented team of officers, has ensured that the foundation’s 

operations are managed responsibly and meet the highest  

standards of governance. Chaired by Irene Hirano Inouye, the  

13 trustees bring a wide range of knowledge and experience to 

the task of governing the foundation. They come from around the 

world and are leaders in many disciplines — social justice, schol-

arship, business and finance, law, government, technology and 

nonprofit management. Trustees are nominated by a committee 

of the board, appointed by the full board and generally serve two 

six-year terms. Each trustee sits on a variety of committees.

Our governance practices adhere to a set of policies — including 

bylaws, committee charters, standards of independence and 

a code of ethics — adopted by the board of trustees. The board 

establishes policies related to grant making, geographic focus, 

spending, investment, management, governance and professional 

standards, and also oversees internal and independent audits. 

The Audit Committee determines foundation officers’ compen-

sation, reviews their performance and that of the president, and 

handles all staff compensation matters.

foundation President
Luis A. Ubiñas, president of the foundation, implements board 

policies, defines strategy and oversees foundation programs and 

operations on a day-to-day basis. The president and other 

how our Board works

Meeting the highest 
standards of governance

For 77 years, our leadership 

has worked with commitment 

and purpose to advance the 

foundation’s mission.

officers of the foundation share responsibility for representing 

Ford in the public sphere. The president continually reexam-

ines the foundation’s work, looking for opportunities to hone  

strategies and improve results. 

The president represents the foundation around the world, dis-

cussing the issues we address and strengthening our grasp of 

different perspectives on how to solve problems. In addition to 

overseeing the foundation’s operations, the president commu-

nicates what we have learned to a broad array of audiences and 

works to strengthen the philanthropic sector’s performance, 

legal compliance and transparency.

grant-Making oversight
The board of trustees determines the substantive areas and 

geographic focus of the foundation’s grant making. Within the 

budget approved by the board, the foundation makes about 

1,400 grants throughout the year. The board has delegated 

authority for approving these grants to the president and 

senior staff. In addition, trustees serve on one of three program 

committees that help design strategy for each of the founda-

tion’s major program areas — Democracy, Rights and Justice; 

Economic Opportunity and Assets; and Education, Creativity 

and Free Expression. Membership on the committees rotates 

so that trustees serving 12 years become steeped in the work of 

each area and contribute to its development and assessment. 

The trustees review approved grants at regular board meet-

ings, which take place three times a year, in February, June and 

October. At those meetings, and during annual board visits to 

grantees worldwide, trustees meet grant recipients, learn about 

their work and spend time in the communities that  

benefit from our grant support. 

trustee indePendence
We place high value on the independence of our board mem-

bers and require that a majority of our trustees be independent, 

that all trustees serving on the Audit and Nominating commit-

tees be independent and that trustees on the Audit Committee 

satisfy additional standards of independence. 

When the staff proposes that the foundation fund an organiza-

tion with which a trustee is affiliated as an employee, officer or 

trustee, that grant must be reviewed by the Audit Committee. 

The grant action document, which is reviewed and approved 

by management before submission to the Audit Committee, 

discloses the nature of the trustee affiliation and confirms  

that the trustee played no role in the initiation or negotiation  

of the grant. 

Board coMMittees
A seven-person Executive Committee, composed of Board 

Chair Inouye, President Ubiñas and five other trustees, works 

with the foundation’s officers and acts on behalf of the board 

between board meetings. Trustee committees dedicated to 

audit, finance, investment, management and governance,  

proxy votes, trustee nominations and the foundation’s three 

program areas meet regularly and guide foundation activities 

throughout the year. 

coMMittee MeMBershiP*
auDIt 

Thurgood Marshall Jr. (Chair)  

J. Clifford Hudson  

Irene Hirano Inouye  

N. R. Narayana Murthy  

Peter A. Nadosy 

eXeCutIVe  

Irene Hirano Inouye (Chair) 

kofi Appenteng 

Afsaneh M. Beschloss 

Thurgood Marshall Jr. 

Peter A. Nadosy 

Cecile Richards 

luis A. Ubiñas

FInanCe  

Cecile Richards (Chair) 

kofi Appenteng 

Juliet V. García  

J. Clifford Hudson  

Robert S. kaplan

InVeStMent 

Peter A. Nadosy (Chair) 

Afsaneh M. Beschloss 

Irene Hirano Inouye 

Robert S. kaplan 

luis A. Ubiñas

ManageMent anD 

gOVernanCe  

kofi Appenteng (Chair) 

Tim Berners-lee 

Afsaneh M. Beschloss 

Martin eakes 

Irene Hirano Inouye 

luis A. Ubiñas

nOMInatIng 

Irene Hirano Inouye (Chair) 

kofi Appenteng 

Thurgood Marshall Jr. 

Peter A. Nadosy

PrOXy 

Juliet V. García (Chair)  

Irene Hirano Inouye 

N. R. Narayana Murthy  

Peter A. Nadosy 

Cecile Richards

DeMOCraCy, rIghtS  

anD JuStICe 

Afsaneh M. Beschloss (Chair) 

Tim Berners-lee 

Juliet V. García 

Thurgood Marshall Jr.

eCOnOMIC OPPOrtunIty  

anD aSSetS 

N. R. Narayana Murthy (Chair) 

kofi Appenteng  

Peter A. Nadosy 

Cecile Richards

eDuCatIOn, CreatIVIty  

anD Free eXPreSSIOn 

J. Clifford Hudson (Chair) 

Martin eakes 

Irene Hirano Inouye 

Robert S. kaplan

*As of May 2013
 

See a full list of Ford Foundation board of trustees members on page 82.

Public documents that describe the foundation’s governance practices, including 
our bylaws, articles of incorporation and code of ethics, are available at  
fordfoundation.org/about-us/governance



NEW YORK CITY

MEXICO CITY

RIO DE JANEIRO

LAGOS

JOHANNESBURG

CAIRO NEW DELHI

BEIJING

JAKARTA

SANTIAGO

NAIROBI

$128,372,188

$109,707,346

$109,175,890

$29,500,000

$19,611,741

$396,367,165

ANDEAN REGION 
AND SOUTHERN CONE

UNITED STATES AND WORLDWIDE PROGRAMS

MEXICO AND CENTRAL AMERICA

WEST AFRICA

BRAZIL

MIDDLE EAST AND NORTH AFRICA

EASTERN AFRICA

SOUTHERN AFRICA

INDIA, NEPAL AND SRI LANKA

CHINA

INDONESIA

TOTAL GRANT MAKING 2012

We support visionary leaders and organizations working on the frontlines of social change 

throughout the United States and in 10 regions around the world. 

 DEMOCRACY, RIGHTS AND JUSTICE

 ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY AND ASSETS

 EDUCATION, CREATIVITY AND FREE EXPRESSION

 PRIs

 OTHER GRANT ACTIONS

$5,340,300

$3,640,000

$2,335,000

$2,366,700

$13,682,000

$5,253,073

$4,621,000

$1,125,000

$1,732,420

$12,731,493

$3,730,950

$1,700,000

$2,602,387

$2,121,984

$10,155,321

$5,150,000

$1,000,000

$3,702,600

$2,852,330

$12,704,930

$5,954,500

$2,536,529

$4,586,925

$938,880

$14,016,834

$5,280,000

$4,567,277

$1,690,000

$550,000

$12,087,277

$4,955,000

$7,865,000

$850,000

$13,670,000

$3,758,500

$4,552,021

$3,980,000

$1,222,912

$13,513,433

$8,037,781

$1,793,835

$3,330,002

$2,034,768

$15,196,386

$2,287,500

$5,132,282

$3,396,250

$955,000

$11,771,032

$178,119,792

$139,250,290

$143,789,054

$29,500,000

$35,236,735

$525,895,871

Grant making by region
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INITIATIVESISSUESGrant making by program

Building Economic Security Over a Lifetime

Ensuring Good Jobs and Access to Services

Expanding Livelihood Opportunities for Poor Households

Improving Access to Financial Services

Promoting the Next-Generation Workforce Strategies

Climate Change Responses that Strengthen Rural Communities

Expanding Community Rights Over Natural Resources

Connecting People to Opportunity

Expanding Access to Quality Housing

Promoting Metropolitan Land-Use Innovation

Increasing Civic and Political Participation

Promoting Electoral Reform and Democratic Participation

Promoting Transparent, Effective and Accountable Government 

Reforming Global Financial Governance

Strengthening Civil Society and Philanthropy

Advancing LGBT Rights

Advancing Racial Justice and Minority Rights

Protecting Immigrant and Migrant Rights

Protecting Women’s Rights

Reducing HIV/AIDS Discrimination and Exclusion

Reforming Civil and Criminal Justice Systems

Strengthening Human Rights Worldwide

Higher Education for Social Justice

More and Better Learning Time

Transforming Secondary Education

Advancing Media Rights and Access

Advancing Public Service Media

JustFilms

Justice and Media 

Religion in the Public Sphere

Supporting Diverse Arts Spaces

Promoting Reproductive Rights and the Right to Sexual Health

Supporting Sexuality Research

Youth Sexuality, Reproductive Health and Rights

GLOBAL GRANT MAKING OVER TIME

ECONOMIC FAIRNESS$77,467,269

DEMOCRATIC AND ACCOUNTABLE GOVERNMENT$73,363,704

HUMAN RIGHTS$102,701,088

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY AND SCHOLARSHIP$36,428,927

ASSETS OTHER$5,543,976

ECX OTHER$4,830,000

2012

2010

2011

2009

2008 $582,257,419

$490,414,355

$525,936,677

$450,231,102

$525,895,871

DRJ OTHER$2,055,000

PROGRAMS IN 2012

DEMOCRACY, RIGHTS 

AND JUSTICE

Maya L. Harris, Vice President

ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY 

AND ASSETS

Pablo J. Farías, Vice President

EDUCATION, CREATIVITY 

AND FREE EXPRESSION

Darren Walker, Vice President

METROPOLITAN OPPORTUNITY$34,341,460

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT$21,897,585

SEXUALITY AND REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH AND RIGHTS$33,275,952

PRIs

$178,119,792

$139,250,290

$143,789,054

$29,500,000
$35,236,735 FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION$69,254,175OTHER GRANT ACTIONS
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We use every 
resource — from grant 
support to strategic 
communications —  
to help our partners 
achieve impact. 
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58	 investMents
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coMMunications

Advancing our work 
through strategic 
communications

“Across all our programs 

we ask, How can smart 

communications improve  

the impact of the efforts  

we support?”

— Joe Voeller, Senior Strategist, 

Office of Communications

Challenge In today’s hyperconnected world, it’s more crucial 

than ever to tell compelling stories that break through and 

motivate people to work together for social change. For the 

Ford Foundation, whether we are communicating with small 

groups of policymakers or a general audience of millions, 

whether focusing on human rights or economic development, 

our charge is the same: to see that fairness, inclusion and 

equity become the watchwords of human progress. 

Strategy The first step toward effective communications is 

strategically aligning grant-making objectives and communi-

cations opportunities. We begin by sharpening our focus on 

our grant-making strategies, which allows us to communicate 

those strategies transparently so that others can understand 

our priorities. Then, we look for key opportunities to spotlight 

the innovative solutions emerging from the organizations  

we support. 

reSultS In 2012, we worked across a variety of media, created 

compelling content, and convened leading thinkers and social 

innovators from around the globe, all as part of our commit-

ment to support our partners with impact-oriented communi-

cations that add value beyond our grants. In collaboration with 

the Elders, the NoVo Foundation and others, for example, we 

launched a campaign to end child marriage. Targeting influen-

tial audiences via Twitter, Time.com and other high-circulation 

media, we brought international attention to a practice that 

reduces the life chances of 10 million girls a year. In other  

global efforts, we strategically placed opinion articles in major 

media to make the case for expanding community rights over 

natural resources. And we elevated the critical role of cities  

in sustainable development and inclusive growth through 

engagement with high-level platforms such as the United 

Nations Conference on Sustainable Development and the  

C40 Cities Climate Leadership Group. 

Here in the United States, we worked with the National Center 

on Time and Learning to catalyze a movement to transform 

education through expanded and redesigned learning time, an 

innovation that gives students from high-poverty districts the 

chance to succeed and compete in the global economy. Working 

with our education team and grantees, we contributed to a 

series of national and state events, op-eds and digital content; 

these opportunities helped attract the interest of dozens of 

mayors, governors and education commissioners who are now 

exploring expanded learning time in their districts. We created 

our first-ever partnership with The Washington Post, raising 

the issue of AIDS in America among key policymakers who 

shape the nation’s response to the epidemic. Lastly, we helped 

convene scores of events throughout the year that spurred 

thinking, created alliances and galvanized action. At the end 

of 2012, at a pivotal juncture for the LGBT rights community, 

Ford’s Out for Change conference brought together courageous 

leaders and produced award-winning multimedia content to 

define the next frontlines of the LGBT movement.
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finance and oPerations

Managing operations to 
better support our partners

Challenge Our success in implementing and supporting program 

initiatives depends on how well we run the foundation’s day-to-day 

operations and manage our endowment. Our challenge therefore 

is to bring to all of our operations the same level of rigor that we 

use to define strategy, allocate resources, gather information and 

evaluate results. In other words, every department is part of a 

foundation-wide culture of results.

Strategy We have worked steadily over the past five years to 

strengthen our internal operations while also bolstering our  

ability to respond to emerging needs. We focused our grant  

making to drive impact in eight major issue areas and invested  

in technology to increase reliability and efficiency. We renovated 

facilities in nearly all of our offices around the world — from 

Nairobi to New York and Johannesburg to Jakarta — so they  

could become social justice convening centers for our grantees 

and other partners. And by communicating more about what  

we do and why we do it, we have made our work more transparent  

and improved our ability to share learning and new ideas. All  

in all, we have upgraded every major operational system within 

the foundation; today, we are in a strong position to sustain our  

performance and give our partners the support they need to 

advance their work.

reSultS In the past year, we maintained our commitment 

to results-oriented management and reaped the benefits of 

greater efficiency. Our operating expenses decreased from $106 

“We have upgraded every 

major operational system 

because we know our 

grantees depend on us to 

operate effectively and  

with agility.”

—  Nicholas M. Gabriel, Vice President, 

Chief Financial Officer and Treasurer

million in 2011 to $102 million in 2012. That savings, along 

with continued strong returns from our endowment, allowed 

us to allocate even more funds to our programs and max-

imize our support to grantees. As part of prioritizing the 

people we serve, we strive to keep an 80:20 ratio between 

program expenditures and operating and capital expen-

ditures. In 2012, we met that target, in keeping with our 

commitment to a healthy and effective organization — one 

that is focused on results both internally and externally.

We owe these results to our extraordinary and talented 

staff, working in every part of the foundation. Their cre-

ativity, dedication and collaborative spirit have carried us 

through an important but challenging process of realign-

ment; they continue to be Ford’s most important assets.

oPeRATING exPeNSeS
In 2012, we continued to benefit from our focus on improving the 

foundation’s performance, allowing us to allocate more funds to grant 

making and ensure our grantees get the support they need. 

$136M

$127M

$113M

$106M
$102M

200820072006200520042003 2009 2010 *2011 *2012

$130M

$121M

$113M
$109M

$112M

* Note: excludes investment advisory fees of $9 million and $10 million in 2011 and 2012, respectively, 

which are included in expenses incurred in the production of income as presented on page 62.

2012

Program Expenditures (81%)

Operating and Capital Expenditures (19%)

oPeRATING RATIoS
In 2012, we met our target ratio of 80:20 

between program expenditures and  

operating and capital expenditures, 

reaffirming our commitment to a strong, 

results-oriented organization. 
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our board of trustees approves program and operational budgets 

on a two-year basis, appropriating one year’s funding at a time. The 

size of the two-year budget takes into account three considerations: 

satisfying the U.S. federal payout requirement (the yearly obligation 

to disburse 5 percent of the average value of the endowment); 

preserving the value of the endowment for long-term charitable 

funding; and meeting our programs’ needs — including new 

opportunities to expand their impact. 

In determining the percentage of the endowment we distribute every 

year, we take a countercyclical approach, increasing our payout rate 

during economic downturns and moderating it during economic 

expansions. This method maintains the stability of our grant-making 

budgets and protects our grantees through varying economic cycles.

The chart below presents our payout rates during the past 10  

years. following our countercyclical methodology, our payout rates  

in 2009 and 2010 were elevated during the severe economic  

downturn we experienced those years. As a result, we maintained 

stable grant-making budgets through this period — despite the 

volatility of global financial markets and the resultant fluctuations  

of our endowment values. 

The ford foundation does not receive outside contributions to its 

endowment. our policy has been to try to preserve the inflation-

adjusted value of the endowment. As illustrated below, over the last 

30 years, our net assets have grown from $2.7 billion to $10.7 billion 

nominally. Adjusting for inflation, the value of our net assets has 

increased by more than 60 percent during this period, while our grant 

making has exceeded $15 billion  (also adjusted for inflation) — nearly 

two-and-a-half times the inflation-adjusted value of our endowment  

at the start of this period.

PoRTfolIo VAlUeS
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5.8%
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fISCAl ReSPoNSIBIlITy

incoMe and eXPenditures
After investment expenses, our total income — which is 

composed of interest, dividends, and realized and unrealized 

appreciation in investments — was $1.2 billion for fiscal year 

2012 as compared with $138.5 million in the previous year. Our 

interest income declined to $60.7 million in fiscal year 2012 

because of lower interest rates and a smaller allocation to fixed 

income, and dividend income decreased to $75.7 million as 

we shifted from the direct ownership of equities to externally 

managed investments. Realized gains decreased to $317.4 mil-

lion, and unrealized gains increased by $790.7 million. Finally, 

our expenditures during the year were $563 million, the 

majority of which were program activities consisting of grants 

to organizations and individuals, direct charitable activities 

and program management. (For more on our grant-making 

priorities, see our charts on pages 46–47.)

federal reQuireMents
The Internal Revenue Code imposes an excise tax on private 

foundations equal to 2 percent of net investment income,  

which is defined as interest, dividends and net realized gains 

less expenses incurred in the production of income. The tax  

is reduced to 1 percent for foundations that meet certain distri-

bution requirements. For fiscal year 2012, the Ford Foundation 

satisfied the requirements and incurred $3 million of taxes, 

excluding the deferred portion of excise taxes resulting from 

unrealized appreciation or depreciation on investments. Since 

fiscal year 1971, the foundation has incurred federal excise  

taxes of $350 million.

The Internal Revenue Code also requires private foundations 

annually to disburse about 5 percent of the market value of 

investment assets, less the federal excise tax. The payout require-

ment may be satisfied by payments for grants, program-related 

investments, direct conduct of charitable activities and certain 

administrative expenses. In fiscal year 2012, we made qualifying 

distributions of $605 million, while our total for the past five 

years was $3.1 billion, exceeding the federally mandated payout 

requirement by $348 million. (For an overview of our payout rate, 

see the explanation and chart on page 54.) 

In addition to issuing grants, we provide social entrepreneurs and 

other change makers with affordable access to capital — in the form 

of debt, equity financing or loan guarantees. The trustees have 

earmarked up to $280 million of the corpus for these investments. 

(Read more about our PRI strategy on page 16.) 

As of September 30, 2012, the foundation had $250.7 million of 

investments: $207.1 million had been disbursed and was outstanding, 

and the remaining $43.6 million was committed. during the fiscal 

year, we made new PRI loan commitments of $29.5 million, disbursed 

$10.5 million and received principal repayments of $9.4 million. The 

following table summarizes the PRI program for fiscal years 2012  

and 2011. 

PRoGRAM-RelATed INVeSTMeNTS (PRIs)

2012 As of September 30 (in thousands)

Investments outstanding, beginning of fiscal year  207,371

Activities during the year:

Investments disbursed  10,494

Principal repaid  (9,409)

Investments written off  (1,400)

Investments outstanding, end of fiscal year  207,055

Commitments for investment  43,630

total coMMitMents and  
investMents outstanding  $250,685

Allowances for possible losses  26,465

Program development and support*  1,261

Investment income received  2,295

2011 As of September 30 (in thousands)

Investments outstanding, beginning of fiscal year  198,751

Activities during the year:

Investments disbursed  16,945

Principal repaid  (7,668)

Investments written off  (657)

Investments outstanding, end of fiscal year  207,371

Commitments for investment  24,623

total coMMitMents and  
investMents outstanding  $231,994

Allowances for possible losses  27,625

Program development and support*  1,307

Investment income received  1,985

*Includes the cost of providing technical assistance to develop new PRIs and evaluating ongoing investments.
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investMents

Strengthening and 
diversifying our investments 

“By managing risk carefully, 

we have achieved strong, 

stable returns in a period  

of high volatility.”

— Eric W. Doppstadt, Vice President and 

Chief Investment Officer

Challenge Social change organizations around the world 

depend on us. To support their work now and reliably into  

the future, we need to preserve and grow the value of our 

endowment. Our challenge in the past five years has been  

to manage this responsibility while weathering extreme  

volatility in the global markets.

Strategy In making investment decisions, we take a long-term 

approach. That has many advantages, one of the most import-

ant of which is that it enables us to be buyers, not sellers, in 

times of market volatility and stress. As a result, we have been 

able to take advantage of investment opportunities that serve 

the foundation and our grantee partners well, reinvesting more 

than 80 percent of the endowment over the last four years. 

We have methodically built a portfolio that strikes a balance 

between risk and return. What that means, in practical terms, 

is a set of investments that are diversified broadly, adjusted to 

protect against both unanticipated inflation and deflation, and 

poised to provide enough liquidity to fulfill our obligations  

and to rebalance as needed when attractive opportunities come 

along. Our goal is to generate stable and consistent returns 

while taking moderate risk.

reSultS At the close of the 2012 fiscal year, our endowment 

stood at $10.7 billion, up from $10.1 billion at the end of 2011 

and from a low during this recent period of $8.1 billion in early 

2009. Our portfolio has achieved positive returns for three  

consecutive years, including a 12.5 percent gain in 2012.  

This brings our annualized returns over the past 10 years to  

7.7 percent, despite deep losses in 2008.

We have also successfully diversified our endowment. Our  

portfolio is now invested strategically across different markets,  

geographical regions and potential environments for growth 

and inflation. We have transitioned all equity-related invest-

ments to external management, giving us access to the most 

skillful managers possible in each area we decide to pursue.  

We also do more to understand and manage risk, based on 

long-term market exposure guidelines from which we deviate 

when there is evidence that the potential gains are substantial. 

Using a wide range of available data and analytics, we continu-

ally measure performance against long-term expectations  

and adjust accordingly. Overall, we are poised to respond 

dynamically to investment opportunities and challenges ahead.

With a strong endowment, we can confidently allocate 

resources to our grant making and make long-term commit-

ments to advancing social change. Today, we have a robust  

portfolio, a solid record of investment performance and a  

powerful determination to continually improve our endow-

ment so that it enables us to make the world a fairer and more 

equitable place.

PoRTfolIo dIVeRSIfICATIoN
over the past five years, we have significantly diversified our portfolio, 

ensuring that our returns are less volatile and making our endowment 

more resilient. In light of ongoing risks and uncertainty in the external 

environment, we have also maintained substantial liquidity — allowing 

us to meet our ongoing spending needs and pursue attractive 

investment opportunities. 

2012

HoW oUR  
eNdoWMeNT WoRkS
Through careful stewardship of our assets, 

we work to keep our endowment strong, 

so we can support social change makers 

across the world.  

DOMESTIC EQUITY

FOREIGN EQUITY

EMERGING MARKETS EQUITY

PRIVATE EQUITY

LONG CREDIT

DIVERSIFIED STRATEGIES

REAL ASSETS

U.S. GOV. OBLIGATIONS

TIPS 

CASH

Multimedia (discover more at 

fordfoundation.org/about-us/ 

how-our-endowment-works)
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irEnE hirano inouYE
ChaIR

pResIdenT	

U.S.-Japan Council 
Washington, D.C.

luis a. uBiñas
pResIdenT

kofi appEntEng
paRTneR 
The West Africa fund

paRTneR	

Constant Capital (GH) ltd.  
Redding, Connecticut

CHaIR 
Africa-America Institute 
New York, New York

CHaIR 
International Center for 
Transitional Justice 
New York, New York

tim BErnErs-lEE
pROFessOR 
School of engineering and 
Computer Science and Artificial 
Intelligence laboratory, 
Massachusetts Institute  
of Technology 
Cambridge, Massachusetts

pROFessOR	

School of electronics and 
Computer Science, University 
of Southampton 
Southampton, United Kingdom 

dIReCTOR	

World Wide Web Consortium 
Cambridge, Massachusetts

FOundeR	

World Wide Web foundation 
Geneva, Switzerland

pResIdenT 
open data Institute (odI) 
London, United Kingdom

oUR leAdeRSHIP

afsanEh m. BEschloss
pResIdenT	and	CeO	

The Rock Creek Group 
Washington, D.C.

martin EakEs
CO-FOundeR	and	CeO	

Self-Help

CeO 
Center for Responsible lending 
Durham, North Carolina

JuliEt v. garcía 
pResIdenT 
University of Texas at Brownsville 
Brownsville, Texas

J. clifford hudson 
CHaIRman	OF	THe	bOaRd		

and	CeO 
Sonic Corp. 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

roBErt s. kaplan
senIOR	assOCIaTe	dean		

FOR	exTeRnal	RelaTIOns	

Harvard Business School

maRTIn	maRsHall	pROFessOR	

OF	managemenT	pRaCTICe	In	

busIness	admInIsTRaTIOn 

Harvard Business School 
Boston, Massachusetts 

senIOR	dIReCTOR	

The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.  
New York, New York

CO-CHaIR	

draper Richards kaplan foundation 
San Francisco, California 

CHaIR 
Project A.l.S.  
New York, New York

CO-CHaIR	

The TeAk fellowship 
New York, New York

thurgood marshall Jr.
paRTneR	

Bingham McCutchen

pRInCIpal	

Bingham Consulting Group 
Washington, D.C.

n. r. naraYana murthY 
CHaIRman	emeRITus	

Infosys limited 
Bangalore, India

CHaIR	

National Payments Corporation 
of India	

Mumbai, India

CHaIR	

Public Health foundation of India 
New Delhi, India

CHaIR	

School of Management,  
Asian Institute of Technology 
Pathumthani, Thailand

pEtEr a. nadosY
managIng	paRTneR	

east end Advisors, llC 
New York, New York

cEcilE richards
pResIdenT	

Planned Parenthood federation  
of America and Planned  
Parenthood Action fund 
New York, New York

officErs

luis a. uBiñas
pResIdenT

ricardo a. castro
vICe	pResIdenT,	seCReTaRy		

and	geneRal	COunsel

John colBorn
vICe	pResIdenT	FOR	OpeRaTIOns

Eric w. doppstadt
vICe	pResIdenT	and	CHIeF	

InvesTmenT	OFFICeR

paBlo J. farías
vICe	pResIdenT	

eCOnOmIC	OppORTunITy		

and	asseTs

nicholas m. gaBriEl
vICe	pResIdenT,	CHIeF	FInanCIal	

OFFICeR	and	TReasuReR

maYa l. harris
vICe	pResIdenT	

demOCRaCy,	RIgHTs	and	JusTICe

marta l. tEllado
vICe	pResIdenT	

COmmunICaTIOns

darrEn walkEr
vICe	pResIdenT		

eduCaTIOn,	CReaTIvITy		

and	FRee	expRessIOn

Since Ford was established in 1936, nine presidents have  

guided the foundation. Learn more about these dynamic leaders  

at fordfoundation.org/about-us/history/presidents

Board of trustEEs
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Now more than ever, opportunities  

for human progress stand within  

our reach. How do we seize these  

opportunities and fulfill our vision  

of a more just world?

LEARN MORE AT FORDFOUNDATION.ORG


